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ABSTRACT

As pollution problems become increasingly prominent nowadays,

urban air quality monitoring has attracted more and more atten-

tion. In recent years, sensing systems based on low-cost sensors are

proposed to achieve fine-grained monitoring with larger amount

of deployment as supplyment to conventional monitoring stations.

Calibration is critical to guarantee the accuracy and consistency

of these sensing systems to fight against sensor drift. While con-

ventional field calibration approaches often rely on real-time data

from a nearby standard station, they are not applicable to low-cost

sensors which cannot receive the latest reference data from nearby

stations after deployment. In reality, it is very difficult for sensors

to get access to nearby standard stations deployed sparsely. To

reduce the dependency on real-time and nearby reference data, we

present a Robust Calibration approach based on Historical data

(RCH) for the low-cost air pollution sensor calibration. Our method

corrects the sensor drift by adapting sensitivity and offset based on

estimating the probability distribution of pollutant’s concentration.

Experiments with real-world 𝑁𝑂2 data in Foshan, China show that

our proposed method acheives close performance to conventional

field calibration methods but addresses above challenges. Moreover,

our method can use historical data collected from the sensors in

more distant geographic locations than the compared method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are 4.2 million premature deaths are caused by air pollution

every year according to WHO [5]. Air pollution and its monitor-

ing have attracted a lot of attention. Conventional monitoring ap-

proaches deploy accurate stations, but these stations are deployed

spatially sparsely due to high per-unit price. To support fine-grained

air pollution monitoring, low-cost air quality sensors have been

proposed and deployed to monitor air pollution[3]. Although these

sensors can be deployed densely with acceptable total cost, they

also suffer from measurement deviation due to unavoidable sensor

drift. So sensor calibration is a necessity to ensure the data quality

of low-cost sensors as well as the stability of the sensing systems.

Even with lab-calibration before deployment, sensor’s behavior

may change over time [4]. The calibration parameters of sensors

including sensitivity and offset require adapting to its surround-

ing environment. It should be noted that each sensor’s individual

difference is stable for a long time, and experiments show that

the correlation between the readings of the original sensor and

the nearest official monitoring station is very strong [1], making

deployed sensors’ calibration possible without recalling.

In most calibration cases monitoring stations are used as the

reference sources. But it is usually very difficult for sensors to get ac-

cess to real-time reference data from nearby stations [2], especially

when fixed-deployed sensors cannot be a ’neighbour’ with any

monitoring stations both temporally and spatially. As a result, how

to calibrate sensors without real-time data from nearby stations as

references becomes very challenging. To address it, we present a

robust calibration approach based on historical data, an optimiza-

tion based method to calibrate low-cost air pollution sensors. We

make use of the similarity in distributions of references during a

period of time to make it possible that sensors can be calibrated

without dependency of stations’ synchronized measurements after

deployment.

2 ROBUST CALIBRATION BASED ON

HISTORICAL DATA

Since the distribution of air pollution data changes slowly, we can

find a reference source in the case where we have 𝑝 (𝑋𝑟 ) ≈ 𝑝 (𝑋𝑡 )
within the same time window of different days. 𝑝 (·) denotes the
probability distribution. 𝑋𝑟 denotes the reference based on the

historical data of the monitoring station and 𝑋𝑡 denotes data from
the target sensor to be calibrated. We can find the function F by

solving the following optimization problem.

argmin𝐹 𝑑𝐾𝐿 [𝑝 (𝑋𝑟 ) , 𝑝 (𝐹 (𝑋 𝑡 ))] (1)

Here, 𝐹 denotes a linear function including the calibration pa-

rameters: sensitivity and offset. And 𝑝 denotes a probability density
estimator. And 𝑑𝐾𝐿 denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence be-
tween two probability distributions, which can measure ’distance’

between distributons. In this work, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

as the probability density estimator has been used to fit both the

reference data and the target low-cost sensor data.

𝑝 (𝑥) =
𝑘∑
𝑖=1
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where 𝐴𝑖 denotes different weights for gaussian distributions. And
𝜎𝑖 is the standard deviation and 𝜇𝑖 is the mean. By solving the

optimization problem (1), we can find the optimal calibration value

of sensitivity and offset of the sensor to correct sensor drift. Our

method is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Robust calibration based on historical data

3 EVALUATION

In the experiment, we compare our RCH method with least-square

(LS) calibration, a conventional field calibration method. The re-

sults show that without real-time and nearby reference, RCH can

still have similar calibration effect compared with that using least-

square calibration method.

3.1 Experiment Setup

We deployed the target sensor to be calibrated in Foshan, Guang-

dong province in China and we have observed it for 1 month in

November. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) has been used to fit

both the target sensor data (𝑁𝑂2) to be calibrated in November and

the monitoring station data used as reference in October, which is

about 6 𝑘𝑚 away from the target low-cost sensor. We chose 𝑘 = 4

in (2) because it is enough for having a good fitting of distributions.

And we used RCH to get optimal calibration parameters sensitivity

and offset of the sensor by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler diver-

gence between the reference distribution and the target distribution.

Then, we corrected the sensor drift with the sensitivity and offset

obtained.

When deploying this target sensor, we also intended to do an-

other experiment for comparing RCH with least-square calibration

with real-time data. So we also deployed the target sensor next to

another monitoring station with the distance about 20𝑚 in order

to do the least-square calibration with synchronized measurements

of this nearby station.

3.2 Algorithm Performance

The least-square calibration is a conventional field calibrationmethod

which gets the real-time data from nearby monitoring station to

calibrate the target sensor. The results of RMSE (Root Mean Squared

Error) and MAE (Mean Absolute Error) calculated by data in No-

vember of these two calibration methods are shown in Table 1. A

typical example shows original values of 𝑁𝑂2 and values after cali-

bration by RCH and least-square calibration in Figure 2. It is shown

Table 1: Calibration results of RCH and LS

calibration method RMSE(𝑢𝑔/𝑚3) MAE(𝑢𝑔/𝑚3)

before calibration 36.238 32.791

RCH 17.307 14.367

least-square calibration 16.640 13.668

that the performance of RCH is close to that using least-square

calibration with real-time data. That is to say, even without any

real-time reference data from nearby station, RCH can still have

similar calibration effect compared with least-square calibration

method.

Figure 2: A typical example: RCH got similar calibration ef-

fect compared with least-square calibration method

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose RCH, a robust calibration approach for low-

cost air quality sensors using historical data of the reference station.

RCH is proved to be robust when real-time and nearby reference

are unavailable. And RCH have similar performance compared with

least-square calibration, a conventional field calibration method

with real-time reference. In the future, we will incorporate temporal

and spatial prediction method of air pollution data for having more

accurate reference to further boost the performance.
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